Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Detecting and identifying the different objects in an image is very useful. Object detection is an active research field in computer vision. It deals with two main issues: object classification and object localization. Humans and many other animals use a process called visual perception to quickly decide which locations of an image should be processed in detail and which can be ignored. This allows us to deal with the huge amount of visual information and to employ the capacities of our visual system efficiently. Concerning computer vision, researchers have to deal with the same problems. Therefore, learning from human's behavior provides a promising way to improve existing algorithms. Object detection has received great attention from researchers in several areas and many interesting applications such as Drone vision systems, Self-driven cars, Video surveillance, robot navigation, and many other applications which require object and scene recognition.

Recently, CNN-based detectors achieved good results in object detection. They can broadly be categorized into two categories: two-stage family such as Faster R-CNN \[[@CR16]\], and one-stage family such as YOLO \[[@CR14]\]. However, those detectors suffer from several limitations. The two-stage family has two main problems: it has an expensive computational cost, and yields bounding boxes that are not precise and which may contain more than one object. This latter problem occurs especially in images with overlapping and small objects. As for the second family, it usually detects fewer objects than those of the first family. In this work, we have developed an algorithmic solution for detecting overlapping and small objects by combining the advantages of the two families. Our solution combines Faster R-CNN detector which belongs to the first family and YOLO which belongs to the second, but can be generalized to other detectors. The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we present the related work briefly. After that, we describe our algorithm in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. In Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we give details about the experiments we conducted to validate the proposed solution and compare it against YOLO and Faster R-CNN. We finish the paper with a short conclusion.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Object detection aims at locating and classifying existing objects in any given image and surrounds them with bounding boxes. Object detection methods can roughly be subdivided into two categories: (i) Two-stage detectors: In the first step, a Region Proposal Network is used to generate regions of interest that have high probability of being an object. In the following step, they perform the final classification and bounding-box regression of objects by taking these regions as input. Examples of this family include R-CNN \[[@CR7]\], SPP-net \[[@CR9]\], Fast R-CNN \[[@CR6]\], Faster R-CNN \[[@CR16]\], R-FCN \[[@CR1]\], FPN \[[@CR11]\] and Mask R-CNN \[[@CR8]\]. (ii) One-stage detectors: they process object detection as a simple regression problem by taking an input image and learning the class probabilities and bounding box coordinates simultaneously. This family includes detectors like MultiBox \[[@CR2]\], AttentionNet \[[@CR18]\], G-CNN \[[@CR13]\], YOLO \[[@CR14]\], SSD \[[@CR12]\], YOLOv2 \[[@CR15]\], DSSD \[[@CR5]\] and DSOD \[[@CR17]\]. Both families have drawbacks. The two-stage detectors are composed of several correlated stages, and therefore they need to obtain shared convolution parameters between RPN and detection network. As a result, the time spent in handling different components becomes the bottleneck in real-time application. As for one-stage detectors, they have difficulty in dealing with small objects. To address these limitations, we focus on two relatively successful solutions, namely, (YOLO) \[[@CR14]\] and Faster region-based convolutional network (Faster R-CNN) \[[@CR16]\]. We propose an algorithm for combining them, which aims to increase both the accuracy and the number of the detected objects.

Methodology {#Sec3}
===========

Images with overlapping and small objects are a real challenge for most object detectors. As we mentioned before, object detectors belong to two families: one-stage and two-stage detectors. Each family deals with overlapping and small objects differently. The one-stage family predicts less bounding boxes compared to the two-stage family. However, the one-stage family's bounding boxes are more accurate than the two-stage family ones. To benefit from the advantages of both families and at the same time limit their shortcoming, we propose to combine them. Our combination guaranteed at least to preserve the accuracy of the bounding boxes and augments the number of predictions. In this work, we focus on two of the most efficient models: YOLO and Faster R-CNN. YOLO belongs to one-stage family detectors whereas Faster R-CNN is a two-stage detector. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we give an example of an image with overlapping objects, and the objects predicted by YOLO and Faster R-CNN.

**Our Algorithm.** As mentioned above that YOLO's bounding boxes are more accurate and tight. Moreover, its false prediction is less than the false prediction of Faster R-CNN. The main idea of our algorithm is as follows: for every bounding box predicted by Faster R-CNN, we check to see if YOLO predicts a similar box. If it does, we retain that prediction based on the probability predicted by YOLO. In the opposite case, the objects predicted by Faster R-CNN are retained. Our idea is illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

In more technical details: We preserve the entire YOLO's bounding boxes,For every Faster R-CNN's bounding box, we compute the intersection over union between it and YOLO's bounding boxes.If the result is larger than a certain threshold so that is mean YOLO detects this object and we ignore the Faster R-CNN's bounding box.Otherwise, we accept it.

Our solution is summarized in Algorithm 1.Fig. 1.YOLO and Faster R-CNN predictions. Fig. 2.Our combination method \[[@CR10]\], the figure illustrates how our method can combine the predicted bounding boxes from both considered object detectors. In our combination, we preserve YOLO's bounding boxes as they are because they are more accurate than those of Faster R-CNN's. Then we compute the intersection over union (IOU) between the YOLO's boxes and Faster R-CNN's boxes. If the IOU result greater than a certain threshold, we ignore this box, elsewhere we accept it, because this means YOLO does not predict a bounding box similar to this one.

Experimental Evaluation {#Sec4}
=======================

To validate our idea, we compare our combined model with YOLO and Faster R-CNN in terms of accuracy on a benchmark dataset. In this section, we will present the used materials and metrics to get the desired results.

The Used Dataset {#Sec5}
----------------

PASCAL VOC is a collection of datasets with 20 classes for object detection. The most common combination for benchmarking is using 16551 samples from both PASCAL VOC 2007 \[[@CR4]\] and 2012 \[[@CR3]\] for training, and 4952 sample from PASCAL VOC 2007 for the testing.

Evaluation Metric {#Sec6}
-----------------

We evaluated our methods using average precision (AP) \[1\] and its mean (mAP), which is a popular metric in measuring the accuracy of object detectors like Faster R-CNN, SSD, etc. Average precision computes the average Precision values for Recall values from 0 to 1. For the precision it measures how accurate are the predictions, i.e. the percentages of how much the predictions are correct, and the recall measures how good is the prediction. The mAP can be computed by calculating the average precision (AP) separately for each class, then the average over the classes.

Experiments Results {#Sec7}
-------------------

In this work, the used YOLO and Faster R-CNN detectors are pre-trained on 16551 samples from PASCAL VOC 2007/2012. And the experiment conducted between our combination method against YOLO and Faster R-CNN on test samples from PASCAL VOC 2007. The obtained results are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 1.Comparison between Faster R-CNN, YOLO and our combination method on PASCAL VOC2007/2012 dataset according to mAP metric. The table represents the achieved score for the three models in the 11 classes from the dataset in term of average precision.AreobikeBirdBoatbottleBusCarCatChairCowtableFaster R-CNN0.780.750.470.530.400.900.770.880.340.780.58YOLO**0.900.810.70**0.630.42**0.950.87**0.810.530.790.60Combination**0.900.81**0.69**0.650.540.950.870.900.590.880.65** Table 2.Comparison between Faster R-CNN, YOLO and our combination method on PASCAL VOC2007/2012 dataset according to mAP metric. The table represents the achieved score for the three models in the 9 rest classes from the dataset in term of average precision, and the mAP column represents the achieved score for each model.dogHorsembikepersonPlantsheepSofaTrainTV**mAP**Faster R-CNN0.750.770.740.750.420.790.610.780.790.68YOLO0.79**0.810.86**0.780.57**0.88**0.65**0.800.84**0.75Combination**0.870.81**0.85**0.830.640.880.670.800.840.78**

Discussion {#Sec8}
----------

The proposed combination focuses on images with high overlapping and small objects. As we see in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, our method has the highest precision for most classes of the dataset except for motorbike and bird. Indeed YOLO, For the motorbike class it has been able to give 86% and for the bird class, it gave 70%. Our method gave the best results because it combines the advantages of the two models with some improvements since we filter the bounding boxes predicted by both YOLO and Faster R-CNN and only keep bounding boxes with a high probability of existence. As a consequence, the combination accuracy obtained is 78% mAP. As expected, our proposed method succeeds in detecting the maximum instances of the existing objects, and that is a good achievement. However, we should notice that in term of speed, our method speed is less than YOLO. Since we run each model separately and then combine the results. Since YOLO is so fast it does not add any significant computational time compared to Faster R-CNN.

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

In this paper, we proposed a combination framework to deal with the shortcoming of object detectors when we detect overlapping and small objects in an image. We tested our model by combining two of the most famous detectors which are Faster R-CNN and YOLO. Our method succeeded to increase the number of detected objects with accurate bounding boxes. In general, the obtained results were good and promising as seen in the experimental section. Our method was able to improve the performance of existing detectors, which makes it useful for several applications where overlapping objects are omnipresent like in self-driven cars. However, our method still needs to be improved in terms of computation time. In the future, this method could be extended to video object detection.
